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French casement
windows
Ideal for dormers, cottages and smaller window
apertures, French casements, with their
symmetrical opening panes offer both extra
ventilation, clear, unrestricted views and the
possibility of an emergency-escape route. The slim
WYVÄSLZVM[OL6W[PTHZ`Z[LTHYL[OLILZ[^H`[V
ensure a good glass-to-frame ratio and the best
ratings for passive solar gain.
Optima offers exceptional weather-tightness and
thermal insulation. The multi-chambered sections
will even take a thermal insert for enhanced
insulation and there are glazing options to suit
every budget and performance requirement. With
HM\SSYHUNLVMMVPSÄUPZOLZH]HPSHISLP[»ZLHZ`[VÄUK
one that’s perfect for every property.

Q Optional Outer Frame Centre Seal
Q Optional Sash Central Seal
Q Sculptured Edge Design
Q Glazing Options up to
44mm Triple Glazed
Q *OHTILY:HZO
Q 6 Chamber Outer Frame
Q Optional RCM Thermal Inserts create up to
6 chamber sash and 8 chamber outer frame
Q 10mm Cover on Weather Seals
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French-style casement windows open up
more market opportunities. The design is both
simple and elegant and with the softer curves
VM[OLZJ\SW[\YLKWYVÄSL6W[PTH»Z-YLUJO
JHZLTLU[ZOH]LHKLÄUP[LJYHM[ZTHUI\PS[SVVR
But despite the traditional appearance, these
are very advanced windows.
We’ve invested in the most up-to-date
tooling and extrusion technology. It’s paid off
in superb quality. Every dimension is exact,
L]LY`KL[HPSWLYMLJ[;OLZLHYLWYVÄSLZ[OH[^PSS
enhance your reputation because they should
be trouble free on installation and for a very
long time afterwards. Our bubblex gaskets,
offer consistent compression and seal the
windows to prevent air leakage. Our deeper
drainage channels clear water away from the
frames and sealed-units preventing damage. A
central Eurogroove on the sash and strategic
^HSS[OPJRLUPUNLUZ\YLYLSPHISLOHYK^HYLÄ_PUN
and secure windows. Clip-in beads make
glazing speedy and simple – there’s no need
to add security glazing clips to meet PAS24
standards. Boost the level of insulation with
recycled thermal inserts to the outerframe
and sash and improve window energy ratings
^P[OV\[\ZPUN[V[OLTVZ[L_WLUZP]LNHZÄSSLK
units.
Use either 24mm or 28mm double glazing or
choose a third pane – Optima takes 36mm,
40mm or 44mm glazing, so that there’s a
perfect window for every property and budget.
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